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The main results assert that the minimum number of Hamiltonian bypasses in a strong 
tournament of order n and the minimum number of Hamiltonian cycles in a 2-connected 
tournament of order n increase exponentially with n. Furthermore, the number of Hamiltonian 
cycles in a tournament increases at least exponentially with the minimum outdegree of the 
tournament. Finally, for each k a 1 there are infinitely many tournaments with precisely k 
Hamiltonian cycles. 
HAMILTONIAN CYCLES 
8000 Aarhus C. &lenmark 
1. Iutroduction 
Moon [6] proved that every strong tournament of order 112 has at least cy”-’ 
distinct Hamiltonian paths where cy = 6:. This implies that a strong tournament 
has either many Hamiltonian cycles or many Hamiltonian bypasses (i.e. Hamilto- 
nian paths that can not be extended into Hamiltonian cycles). Griinbaum (see [4]) 
proved that every tournament (except one of order 3 and one of order 5) has a 
Hamiltonian bypass and this was derived from a more general result in [9]. In this 
paper we prove that, for any tournament of order ~136, the ratio between the 
numbers of Hamiltonian paths and Hamiltonian bypasses, respectively, is at most 
5n + 1 and thus the minimum number of Hamiltonian bypasses in a strong 
tournament of order yt increases exponentially with ~1. 
The same cannot be proved for Hamiltonian cycles. There are many tourna- 
ments with precisely one Hamiltonian cycle (these tournaments were charac- 
terized by Douglas [l j). More generally, we prove that for each natural number k, 
there are infinitely many tournaments with precisely k Hamiltonian cycles. This 
shows that there is no restriction on the number of Hamiltonian cycles, analogous 
to Redei’s theorem [7] asserting that the number of Hamiltonian paths in a 
tournament is always odd. 
Every tournament with only one Hamiltonian cycle contains a vertex of 
outdegree one (see [ 11) a;id Goldberg and Moon [3] proved that every k-edge- 
connected tournamsent has at least k Hamiltonian cycles. In [9] the stronger result 
v/as proved that every strong tournament contains a vertex x such thaa every edge 
going out from fc is contained in a Hamiltonian cycle. In particular, any strong 
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tournament with minimum outdegree (or indegree) k has at least k distinct 
Hamiltonian cycles. 
However, for tz large, much stronger esults can be proved. We prove that the 
minimum number of Hamiltonian cycles in a 2-connected tournament of a given 
order increases exponentially with the order of the tournament and we use this 
result to prove rhat the number of Hamiltonian cycles in a strong tournament 
increases at least exponentially with the minimum outdegree and hence it in- 
creases at least exponentially with the edge-connectivity. 
Y’he notation and terminology is the same as in [9] (and essentially the same as 
in /4, 51). In particular, if a tournament T is not strong, we always label its 
components T’, T2, l l l , T” such that every vertex of T’ dominates every vertex 
of F whenever i < j. 
2. llamiitmh bypmws and toanmuents ti*h a prescribed nunnber of Hmilto- 
n&m cycle0 
For a tournament T, let hp(T), h,(T), and h,(T) denote the number of 
Hamiltonian paths, cycles, and bypasses, respectively. ‘Fhen clearly 
h,(7) = h,(T)+ n&U*), (1) 
where n is the order of T. In particular, if n is even, T has an odd number of 
Hamiltonian bypasses, by Rkdei’s theorem 173. 
The expected numbers of Hamiltonian paths, Hamiltonian bypasses, and 
Hamiltonian cycles, in a random tournament of order ~12 3 are 
n! 
and b-‘)’ 
2” ’ 
respectively. Thus for each n a3 there exist tournaments 7: T’ of order n such 
that 
II, > 2hJ 7’) and nh,( T’) > h,(T’). 
The first theorem describes lower bounds for ht, and shows that h,(T) increases 
exponentially with the order of 7’ provided T is strong. 
1. Let T be a strong toumarnemo of order n 2 6. 7’hen 
hO9 W,(T) 
e The second part of the theorem fl;lllows from the first inequality combined 
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with (1) and the aforementioned result of Moon, so we shall only prove that 
h,(T)6h,(T). 
Consider any Hamiltonian cycle S :x1x2 l l l x,,x, of T, where the indices are 
expressed modulo yt. If T contains two edges of the form qci~i+~, ici_tlxi+3, we say 
that S is of type 1 and we derive the following Hamiltonian bypass from 
S : Xi+lXi+3Xi+4 ’ ’ l Xi$+2. 
If S is not of type 1 and if S contains three edges of the form Xixi+z!s xi+3xi+l, 
Xi+4Xi++, we say that S is of type 2 and we derive the following Hamiltonian 
bypass from S : &+43~i+5 * l 9 Xiq+2Xi+3cXi+la 
Wz next consider the case where S is not of type 1 or 2 and we assume that S 
contains edges of the type x i+zXiT Xi+sXi+l and assume furthermore that xi+1 has 
outdegree at least 2. In this case we say S is of type 3 and we let j be the smallest 
number such that Xi+1 dominates xi+3+i, and we derive from S the following 
Hamiltonian bypass: %+2Xi+3 l l l Xi+2+jXi+lXi+3+j l l l 4. 
Finally, we say that S is of type 4 if it is not of type 1, 2, or 3. Also in this case 
we derive a Hamiltonian bypass from S. It is easy to see that T has at most two 
vertices of outtdegree one and if T has two such vertices, they are consecutive on 
S. So we assume that all vertices except possibly one or both of x,,_+ x,,. have 
outdegree at least two. Since x1 has outdegree at least two and S is not of type 3, 
the edges X,X,, and x3x; are not both present in T. SO T contains the edge XiXi+2 
for i = 1 or n. Since S is not of type 1 or 3 we have for i = n or 1: T contains the 
edges xixi+z, xi+3xi+l, xi+2xr+4, xi+sxi+3 and since S is not of type 2, T also 
contains the edges Xi+lLi+d and &+3&+6. Now we derive the Hamiltonian bypass 
xi+l-$+4xi+sxi+3xi+6 l l l w’:i$+2 from S. 
If a Hamiltonian byp:.ss P : yl y, l l . yn is derived from a Hamiltonian cycle S of 
type 1, then S must be the cycle ~21’3 l l l ~,,__~y, yny2. Similarly if we know that S 
is of type 2 or of type 4, respectively, we know the structure of S. Now suppose P 
is derived from distinct cycles S, S’ of type 3. Then S and S’ are of the form 
YlY2" l Y?n--lYm+l l l l yny,,,yl and y1y2 l - 9 yP_lyP+l l l l yPyl, resplectively, where 
3 G m c p. By the way in which we derive P from S’ it follows that y, is dominated 
by each yi, 2&<p. SO if p 3 YT~ + 2, T contains the edges yp__3yp, ypm2yP and 
yP_lyP+l which shows that S is of type 1 (the cases p = m -t- 2 and p > m + 2 are 
handled separately). This contradiction shows that p = m + 1. Thus P is derived 
from at most two Hamiltonian cycles of T of type 3 and it follows that 
h,(T)s5h,(T). q 
Let H,(n) (resp. H,(n), resp. H,,(M)) denote the maximum number of Hamil- 
tonian paths (resp. cycles, resp. bypasses), in tournaments of order 1~. The exact 
values of these functions are not known, but Szele [8] proved that 
= y, where 2-l G y S 2-i. 
It is easy to see that every tournament T of order n can be imbedded %a a 
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touruament T’ of order n + 1 (resp. n + 2) such that every Hamihtonian path of 7’ 
can be extended into a Hamiltonian byp?cs (resp. cycle) of T”. Hence, by Szele’s 
ult and ( l), 
Griibaum [2] conjectured that for every positive odd integer k s I-&,(n) (resp. 
every positive k G Pi,(n)) there is a tournament of order n and with exactly k 
Hamiltonian paths (resp. cycles). Since every tou.nal,zent of order ~4 has at most 
5 Hamiltonian paths and every strong tournameut ot: order 5 has at least 9 
Hamiltonian paths as observed by Moon [ii], thlere is no tournament with 
precisely 7 Hamiltonian paths. For a smallest such tournament would be strong 
(because 7 is prime) ano it would have order 25. But since every strong 
tournament of order 5 has at least 9 Hamiltonian paths it easily follows that the 
salme holds for strong tournaments of any order ~5. 
We leave Griinbaum’s conjecture on Hamrltonian cycles open, but prove the 
follov~lng weakened version of it which proves that there is no restriction on the 
number of Hanriltonian cycles analogous to R$dei’s theorem. 
P 1. For every k 3 1 there are infiriitely many tournaments with precisely 
k Wamiltonian cycles. 
PrML Let T, denote the tournament consisting of a path x,x2 l l - x, and all 
edges x,x, with i >j + 1 and let d”, be the number of Hamiltonian paths of T, 
starting at x,. Any such path starts with the segment &x,,,+~ l l l x,, so it follows 
that d”&+l=dzt2=... and we denote this integer iby d:. Also it follows that 
dr;l = d; = d; = 1 ;and that 
and that 
&‘= d;_,+d”,_,+-+d; for ~123. 
So for m 24, 
d;“, = d” ,,, _2”2d”,_3+2d”,_,+. l .+2d;” 
and hence d”, =d”,_,+d;_2+de,_3. 
Every non-decreasing sequence 1= a,.. a2, . . of natural numbers satisfying 
In- I 
a, s C t.li f 1 for every m 2 4 
I- 1 
as the property thal every natural number k can be expressed as a sum of a 
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subsequence of the sequence, so it follows that d;, dy, . . . has this property. Now 
for given k 2 1 we select a sequence 1 =z ii < i,<: l l 9 C i, such that 
We let n > ir and add to T, 
xi,9 $,9 l l l 9 xi, and let y be 
tournament T’, has precisely 
two new vertices X, y and let x dominate precisely 
dominated by all vertices except X. The resulting 
k Hamiltonian cycles sinciz there is a l-l correspon- 
dence between the Hamiltonian cycles of T’, and the Hamiltonian paths of T,, 
starting at some Xii, 1 s j s r. 
3. bmiltoniun cycles in 29connected townuments 
We shall need the following extension of Moon’s result [6]. 
Theorem 2. Let T be a strong tournament and let A c V(T), IAl = n 3 3. Then T 
has at least cP paths such that each of these paths contains all ver’iices of A and 
starts and terminates in A and such that for any two of these paths, the vertices of A 
occur in different order. 
Proof. Consider a Hamiltonian cycle S (of T. For any segment P of S starting at a 
vertex x of A and terminating at a vertex y of A and having all intermediate 
vertices in V(T) \ A, we add to T(A) th? edge xy (and delete yx if it is present). 
In this way we get a strong tournament with vertex set A and hence this 
tournament has at least ctY1 distinct Hamiltonianr paths. By replacing edges not 
in T(A) by appropriate paths of T the result follows. 0 
If S is a cycle of length p < n in a strong tournament of order n it is well known 
and easy to see that a cycle of length p + 1 or by + 2 can be obtained from S by 
replacing an edge of S by a path of length two or three. , -Torn this we ge’t 
Lemma I. Let T be a strong tournament and A 5: V(T) and assume that T contains 
m cycles each containing A such that for any two of these, the vertices of A occur in 
different order. Then T has at least m distinct Hanziltouian cycles. 
Finally, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2, Let T be a tournament 0-f order n > 4. Then T contains two vertices xO, y. 
and a :;et of at least $(n - 1) distinct paths of length two from x0 to y,,. 
roof. Let x be a vertex of maximum outdegree and let y be a vertex of 
maximum indegree in the subtournament of T induced by the set A of vertices 
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domina:ed by x. Then IA 12 $( n - 1) and iI31 a#(n - 1) - l), where t3 is the set of 
vertices of 2% dominating y. If any of these inequalities is strict the result follows, 
If not, then T is regular and T(A) is regrllar, but then for any vertex y of A, there 
are j( n + 9 paths of length two from y to x. q 
Tkurem 3. Every 2- connected tournament of order n has at least &32-1 distinct 
Hamiitonian cycles. 
proat, kt x0 ;and y. be as in Lemma 2 and let A, be the set of vertices dominated 
by x,, and dominating y,. Then IA,,) a$(n - 1). We can assume n > 32. 
Consider first the case where T-(x,, y,) is not strong and let T*, T2,. . . , ‘P 
he its components. Suppose first \ V( T1) n A”! a&n. By Theorem 2, T1 has at least 
~lr”‘~+ 1 paths satisfying the assertion of Theorem 2 with A = A, f? V(F). Each 
such path (from x to y say) can be extended into a cycle by adding a path_ of the 
form yz+~, where z E V( Tm) (because T- yO is strong). So by Lemma 1, T has at 
least @lh- 1 Hamiltonian cycles. The salme can be proved if \ V( Tm) n A,( 2 &n so 
assume that 
IA,,\(V(Tl)U V(Tm))l~&n - 1). 
Here we let A = A,\( V(T’) U V(Tm)) and we consider T(A). This tournament 
need not be strong. However, we can imbed T(A) into a strong tournament of 
order \A( i- 1 by adding a new vertex ZJ and letting IJ dominate a vertex of the 
initial component of T(A) and letting II be dominated by all other vertices of 
T(A). By using Moon’s result on this tournament it follows that T(A) has a 
collection of at least -ar i IAl subdigraphs each of which is either a Hamiltonian path 
or consists of two paths P l, P2 such that A = V(P) U V(P2). Since T is 2- 
connected. y,, dominates a vlertex y 1 of T1 and X, is dominated by a vertex X, of 
Tm. It is now easy to extend Pa U P2 into a cycle with vertex set V (PI) U V(P2) U 
{ x~,, y6,, xl, y ‘1. Similarly, any Hamiltonian path P of T(A) can be extended into a 
cycle with vertex set V(P) U {x,,, yo, x,, y ,). Hence, by Lemma 1, ‘T has at least 
:a’nP31~1’x(n-1)>,n’32-1 Hamiltonian cycles in the case where T-(x,, ~~1 is not 
strong. (The factor 1 is present because a Hamiltonian path of T(A) may be 
derived from two distinct Hamiltonian paths of the tournament with IA I+ 1 
vertices.) 
In the following we assume that T- -{x0, y,} is strong. Since T is 2-connected it 
contains two yoxO paths P’, P2 having only x,, and y, in common. We select Pi 
(i = 1.2) in such a way that no y,x,, path other than Pi is contained in T( V(P)). 
This implies in particular that T( V(P”)\{x,, y,)) is strong if Pi contains more than 
four vertices. Consider first the case where I V(P1) n A,\ a&n. We can assume that 
n > 32. so T( V(P’)\{x,,, y,)) is strong; and by Theorem 2, it contains a collection 
of t least @‘la- * paths satisfying the requirement of Theorem 2 with A = 
A,, .‘I V(P’). Each of th ese paths can be: extended into a cycle containing P2 and 
cnce, by Lemma 1, T has at least ~l~/*+l Hamiltonian cycles. 
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So we can now assume that 1 V(P) r? A,1 C&n and similarly 1 V(P*) n A,1 < $n. 
NowletA=A O\\[V(P1) L! V(P*)]. Then IAl ++(n - 1). If T’= T-[V(P) U V(P)] 
is strong, then T’ has at least c+(~-~) paths satisfying the assertion of Theorem 2 
and since each of these can be extended into a cycle containing P1 or P*, T has at 
least ar1/8(n-g) distinct Hamiltonian cycles in this case. 
Assume therefore that T’ is not strong and let T1, T2,. . . , Tm be its 
components labelled in the usual way. If T- V(P) or T- V(P*) Lontains a strong 
subtournament containing A, then an argument similar to that above shows that T 
has at least ar 1/8(n-g) Hamiltonian cycles. So we assume that no such strong 
subtournament exists. Since T-(x,, y,} is strong, there are edges x,x,, y2yt, 
where JIG, E V(P), y, E V(T1) and K.,, y, E [V(P) U V(P*)]\(q-,, y,). F’urthermorz, 
if x2, y2! belong to the same Pi (i = 1 or 2), then the assumption above implies th:at 
x2 succeeds y2 on this P’.Now it follows easily that T contains a y,y, path P3 and 
a x,x0 path P4 such that P3 and .P4 are disjoint and 
W3) n VU-‘) = Iv *I, V( T’) n V(P4) = {x,}. 
(This is trivially true if X, and y2 belong to distinct paths Pi.) 
Any path P of T’ starting and terminating at a vertex of A can be extended into 
a path with vertex set V(P) U V(P), so if ]A n V(Tl)I B&n, then T hits, by 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, at least CP’~*-~ Hamiltonian cycles. 
So we assume that IA n V(T1)I c&n and, by an analogous argument, 
IA n V( Tm)l c An. In particular 
IAll= IA\[v(T’)u V(Tm)]Ia&(n- 1). 
This situation is analogous to the previously considered case, where T- {x,,, y,) is 
not strong and (A, 97 V(T*)I and IA, n V(Tm)l are “%mall” and as in that case we 
now obtain, by using the paths P3 and P4 instead of the edges y,y, and X,X,, 
respectively, a collection of + 1 */w~-~) Hamiltonian cycles. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Moon [6] proved that there is a constar: p c 2 such th:at for every n 2 3 there is 
a strong tournament of order PI with at most fin distinct Hamiltonian paths. It is 
easy to see that every strong tournament of order n 24 can be imbedded into a 
2-connected tournament of order n + 1 (and this is particularly easy for the 
above-mentioned tournaments in [6]). Thus there is, for each Y; 2 5, a 2-connected 
tournament of order n and with at most on-l dktkct ‘Hamiltonian cycles. 
4. Hamiltonian cycles in tournaments with given minimwn outdegree 
It is easy to prove by induction on k that a strong tournament with minimum 
outdegree >k has at least k! Hamiltonian paths starting at any vertex (for if T has 
minimum outdegree >k and u is any vertex of T, then the terminal component of 
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T- u has minimum outdegree ak - 1). The following result is perhaps less 
obvious. 
3, A strong tournament with minimum indegree ‘ok has at least 2k-1 
Mamiltonian paths starting at any vertex. 
#FRO& We prove by induction on k the following slightly stronger statement. If
v E V(T) and T is strong atid all vertices of T, except possibly v, have indegree 
ak, then 7’ has at least 2 k-1 Hamiltonian paths starting at v. The statement is 
obviously true for k = 1 so we proceed to the induction step. Let T’ be the iaitial 
component of T - v (possiEGy T’ = T- v). Then 1 V(T’)I 23 because k 32. If v 
dominates only one vertex v’ of T’, then every vertex of T’, except possibly v’, has 
indegree ak and we consider T’ instead of T. On the other hand, if v dominates 
at least two vertices of T’, then T’ has at least 2 k-2 Hamiltonian paths starting at 
each of these vertices, by the induction hypothesis, and since e::ch of these can ‘be 
extended into a Hamiltonian path of T starting at v, it follows that T has at least 
F-i Hamiltonian paths starting at v. Cl 
3. Let T be a tournament of connectivity one and minimum indegree 
k a 2. Then T has at least 2k-* Hamiltonian cycles. 
Roof. Let v be a vertex of T such that T-- u is not strong, and such that the 
initial component T’ of T- v is smallest possible. Then v dominates at least two 
vertices of T’ for if v only dominates vu in T’, then the initial component of T- v’ 
is a proper subtoumament of T’, a contradiction. By Lemma 3, T’ has at least 
2&-* Hamiltonian paths :itarting at any vertex and since any such path can be 
extended into a Hamiltonian cycle of T provided its initial vertex is dominated by 
0, the proposition follows. El 
Combining Theorem 3 and Proposition 2 we get 
TBernem 4. There is a constant c> 1 such that every strong tournament with 
minimum outdegree ak 22 has at least ck HamiltonC.?n cyr!~.~. 
However, unlike Theorem 3, this theorem may be Car from best possible. 
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